APPENDIXES
PHOTOGRAPHS
For as long as space endures
And for as long as living beings remain
Until then may I, too, abid
To dispel the misery of the World

The XIth H.H. Dalai Lama

PhotoNo. 1: A Stupa at First Camp, Bylakuppe
PhotoNo. 2: Throne of His Holiness the Dalai Lama in Sera Monastery

PhotoNo. 3: ‘Phodrang’ - Palace of His Holiness the Panchen Lama at Tashi Lhunpo Monastery
Photo No. 4: A Part of Sera Monastery

Photo No. 5: Namdro Ling Monastery The Seat of Nyingmapa Head
Photo No. 6: Idol of Lord Buddha and Other Deities in Nyingmapa Monastery Prayer Hall

Photo No. 7: Butter Lamp, An Offering to God
Photo No. 8: Monks chanting Prayers Inside the Cathedral of the Nyingmapa Monastery

Photo No. 9: A Rare Collection of Scriptures on Buddhist Teaching
PhotoNo. 10: A Classroom Scene in the Monastery

PhotoNo. 11: Imparting Modern Education in Spiritual Life-Tashi Lhunpo Monastery
Photo No. 12: Monks Preparing Noodles for a Sumptuous Lunch in the Monastery

Photo No. 13: A Sight of Common Kitchen at Tashi Lhunpo Monastery
Photo No. 14: Future Seeds of Tibet - School Children in CST Kailashpura Branch, Bylakuppe

Photo No. 15: Evening Self-Study Class at Gulledahalla Camp
Photo No. 16: Playway Methods are Practised in Gulledahalla Nursery School

Photo No. 17: Children in Nursery School Enjoy Toy Game
Photo No. 18: Wall of Pictures and Painting in the Nursery School

Photo No. 19: Rise of New Day - Morning Assembly at School
* PhotoNo. 20: Head Office of Lugsung Samdupling Settlement, Bylakuppe

PhotoNo. 21: Prayer Flags Wave on the Way to Tibetan Settlement
PhotoNo. 22: Central School for Tibetan, Bylakuppe

PhotoNo. 23: Care Center for Aged and Disabled at Old Tibetan Settlement
PhotoNo. 24: Health Care Centre - TSO JHE Khangsar Hospital

PhotoNo. 25: Dental and Eye Clinic at Dickey Larsoe Settlement, Bylakuppe
Photo No. 26: Water Tank, Donated by International Agency at Gulledahalla Camp

Photo No. 27: Kind of storage of water outside the house of every Tibetan
PhotoNo. 28: "Down the Street" - Inside the Tibetan Refugee Camp, Gullelahalla

PhotoNo. 29: Sanitation Facilities in Tibetan Camps
PhotoNo. 30: The View of Cooperative Tractor Section and Workshop

PhotoNo. 31: ‘Fuel for Farming’ - Oil Pump Run by Tibetan Co-operative Society, Bylakuppe
Photo No. 32: 'Means of Transportation' The Commercial Street in the Tibetan Settlement

Photo No. 33: Street Shops owned by Tibetan People in the Settlement
Photo No. 34: A Close-Up of One of the Shop at Tibetan Shopping Complex

Photo No. 35: ‘Handicrafts, Handlooms and Herbal Products’ shop run by Co-operative Society
PhotoNo. 36: Thanka Pianting of Olden Times on the Walls

PhotoNo. 37: A Mode of Transportation to Transport the Crops from the Fields to godown
Photo No. 38: View of Cultivated Land in the Settlement

Photo No. 39: Land of Maize Crop and Little Ragi
PhotoNo. 40:

A Season of Celebration

- Tibetan New Year

PhotoNo. 41: A Mother Offering to the Triple Gen on New Year in Well Dressed Clothes
Photo No. 42: An Offer in their Hands and Wishes in their Hearts to begin a New Year

Photo No. 43: A Gala Cultural Dance by Tibetan Institute of Performing Arts, during Losar
PhotoNo. 44: ‘Chang Koel’ - Tibetan Wine with Dried Fruits
Served during New Year

PhotoNo. 45: Jars of Ragi Wine - They Call it ‘Chang’
PhotoNo. 46: Monks Playing Drums to Perform 'Charm'

PhotoNo. 47: An Ideal Family in the Traditional Dress with the Researcher at the extreme Right.
Photo No. 48: School Children Perform Dance at His Holiness Palace, Bylakuppe

Photo No. 49: Dressed in a Traditional Costume with a Song to Remember the Homeland
PhotoNo. 50: Ritual Dance Performed by the Monks to Dispel
Evil influence

PhotoNo. 51: Monks Dressed in a Form of Dieties and Protector
Perform Dance or 'Charm'
Photo No. 52: ‘Kyang Cha’ - Prostration in Front of the Triple Gem

Photo No. 53: ‘Wind Horse’ - Prayer Flag
PhotoNo. 54: High on the Hill Praying for Good Future

PhotoNo. 55: An Offering to the Deities and Wind of Prayers flying in the Sky
Photo No. 56:
A Old Woman Takes Rounds to the Stupa After Offering Prayers.

Photo No. 57: A Traditional Game - They Call it 'Sho'
PhotoNo. 58: ‘Have a Break and Enjoy’ Old Tibetan Peoples nesting in the Shade Discussing their Olden Times

PhotoNo. 59:
Waiting to Return Back to Tibet, An Old Man Walks Down Memory Lane
PhotoNo.60: A Newly Wed Couple with their Closest Relative

PhotoNo. 61: A Marriage Ceremony - A Couple with their Family in a Traditional Dress
Photo No. 62: A Scene of Marriage procession where Friends and Relatives Give Gifts to the Couple

Photo No. 63: A Table Full of Different Dishes during the Marriage Ceremony
PhotoNo. 64: Friends and Relatives Attending a Marriage Ceremony

PhotoNo. 65: A Tibetan Herbal Medicine with Doctor’s Prescription
Photo No. 66: ‘Leaving this World for the Next Birth Peace’ A Funeral Scene at a Graveyard

Photo No. 67: A Man light Fire to Burn the Dead Body
Photo No. 68: Death is Natural: Tibetans Believe in Rebirth

Photo No. 69: 'A Burning Fire Turns the Body into Ashes' - The Way of Disposing a Dead Body in Tibetan Tradition